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Covid-19 pandemic - Government Health Policy and Process

Dear Secretary of State
I refer to the above subject and, specifically, to the decision by the U S Government [USA] on 28 May 2020 to
end association with, and funding of, the World Health Organisation [WHO] in view of serious concerns
regarding their oversight and guidance / instructions during the Covid-19 pandemic. Funding in the sum of $450
million per annum was previously provided to the WHO by USA. In view of this action by USA I would be
grateful if you could confirm whether the UK Government continue to have confidence in the Covid-19
guidance / instructions issued by the WHO, taking into consideration the following issues that have been
identified to date.
1.

The death classification process from Covid-19 is based on a positive result from a test using "SARS CoV-2 Coronavirus Multiplex RT-qPCR kit". The test manufacturer confirms that the test should only
be used for research purpose and not for clinical diagnosis. The relevant abstract is reproduced below.
Do you consider that this has led to misreporting of deaths from Covid-19 virus by the UK
Government and Media [including the British Broadcasting Corporation {BBC}]

2.

Although computer models, endorsed by WHO, have not been subject to peer review their outputs /
predictions have been used to drive UK Government health policy and process. This has resulted in
the lock-down of the UK economy with increased borrowing requirement for the Treasury, currently
in the region of £400 billion. It has also resulted in substantial capital investment in additional hospital
capacity [under the "Nightingale" programme], with the hospitals now mothballed and empty. The use
of these flawed computer models has also resulted in significant delay in diagnosis and treatment of
cancer patients, and others with life-threatening conditions, generating a future crisis for the National
Health Service. Do you consider that an independent investigation is now justified in order to
establish the facts regarding these flawed computer models and the source of funding to develop the
models.

3.

A possible conflict of interest as a result of funding provided to WHO by the "Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation [BMGF]" who are in a position to benefit financially through their substantial
shareholding in major pharmaceutical companies that will deliver a Covid-19 solution [through a
global vaccination programme and / or other countermeasures]. Does the UK Government consider
that the BMGF should be in a position [through the funding provided] to dictate health policy and
process to democratically elected national governments, given the serious medical and economic
consequences. Funding provided by BMGF to WHO is in the region of £4.3 billion. The WHO
coordinate, advise and instruct national governments on healthcare policy and process. Your scientific
advisors receive substantial funding from the BMGF: Imperial College London £280 million,

University of Oxford £243 million, Departments overseen by Professor Chris Witty England's Chief
Medical Officer £40 million.
4.

Does the UK Government endorse the action taken by USA on 28 May 2020 to issue an "executive
order" preventing online censorship. Does the UK Government agree that the views of eminent
members of the medical profession regarding the Covid-19 pandemic should not be censored in a free
society. Additionally, does the UK Government accept that there may be a conflict of interest at the
BBC given the funding, in the region of £56 million, provided to its subsidiary company "BBC Media
Action" by the BMGF. I offer the following as evidence in support of my assertion. None of the
following eminent members of the medical profession, who have clear views and guidance on how to
manage the Covid-19 crisis, have been interviewed by BBC News broadcasters: Dr Andrew
Kaufman, Dr Rashid Buttar, Professor Dolores Cahill, Professor Knut Wittkowski Dr Judy
Mikovits Dr Shiva Ayyadurai.

I look forward to your response to my concerns as set out above at your earliest convenience. Thank you.
Yours sincerely

W Jones

